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For Immediate Release 

 

Thrilling T-spec Takumi, Skyline Editions join 2024 Nissan GT-R lineup 
 

Nissan’s legendary super sports car adds two limited-production variants 
 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. – The latest chapter for the legendary Nissan GT-R takes shape 

with the introduction of two new, limited-production special editions to close out the 

2024 model year. Building on the changes already announced for the 2024 GT-R, the  

T-spec Takumi Edition and Skyline Edition pay homage to the performance vehicle 

that has been an iconic nameplate of the Nissan lineup for decades. 

 

Honoring talented craftspeople 

The GT-R T-spec Takumi Edition honors the eponymous takumi master craftspeople 

responsible for hand-assembling each GT-R VR38DETT engine. The engine badge 

acknowledging the takumi dedicated to its creation will feature red-etched writing, 

and the engine bay will house a gold VIN plate. The red engine badge signifies an 

elevated level of attention to precise engine tolerances and component balancing 

during assembly, making these examples of the twin-turbocharged 3.8-liter V6 even 

more desirable. 

 

Additionally, the T-spec Takumi Edition stands apart from other GT-R variants thanks 

to its Midnight Purple paint job – a reference to some of the Skyline/GT-R line’s most 

iconic special editions – and exclusive Mori Green interior trim.  

 

Like the standard 2024 GT-R T-spec, the Takumi Edition also receives several thrilling 

mechanical enhancements, including GT-R NISMO carbon-ceramic brakes, a gold-

painted version of the NISMO’s RAYS® 20-inch forged wheels, NISMO-tuned Vehicle 

Dynamic Control and wider front fenders. 

 

Reflecting unforgettable scenery 

The GT-R Skyline Edition brings the iconic name from overseas to the U.S. and 

references the abundant beauty found in skylines across Japan. Building on GT-R 

Premium, it wears Bayside Blue paint and features a stunning new Sora Blue interior 

color scheme. Once a staple of the car’s color palette, Bayside Blue was “retired” 

after the R34-generation GT-R and revived in 2019 for the 50th anniversary edition 

model. 

 

Details and pricing on the 2024 Nissan GT-R T-spec Takumi Edition and Skyline 

Edition will be announced at a later date. Both models are expected to arrive at 

select U.S. Nissan dealers this summer in very limited numbers. 

 
For more information about our products, services and commitment to sustainable mobility, visit nissanusa.com. 

You can also follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn and see all our latest videos on YouTube. 
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